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Economic conditions
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  247
Economic data
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Economic health, perceptions 279
Economic indicators, characteristics 9
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Economic performance 285
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Economic Surprise Index (ESI) 4–6
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European Central Bank (ECB), bond-buying program 15
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Expectations
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Factory orders 226
Farmland Values 305
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  movement, trader focus 55
Personal consumption expenditure deflator
  (PCED) 307
Personal Finances (Conference Board) 283e
Personal finances confidence, level
  (problems) 282

Personal Income and Outlays report (BEA)
  46, 157, 165, 176
Personal incomes 157, 159–161
  changes 158e
  real disposable personal income per
  capita 163e
  real disposable personal incomes 162e
  total level, calculation 160e
Personal outlays 157
Personal savings
  disposable personal income (percentage)
  179e
rate, computation 178
Person, BLS classification 90
Philadelphia Fed Economic Measures
  301–303
Philadelphia Fed GDPPlus and Real GDP
  33e
Philadelphia Fed Manufacturing Business
  Outlook Survey 301, 302e
Philadelphia Fed Nonmanufacturing
  Business Outlook Survey 303
Present-expectations situation 269
Present Situation Index (Conference Board)
  264, 269
Present-to-Expectations Spread (Conference
  Board) 270e
Prices
  activity, whipsawing 218
  trends 237
Prices Index (ISM) 225
Private inventories, change 50e
produced, term (usage) 37
Producer Price Index (PPI) 55, 223,
  241–243
  final demand, Core PPI (Y/Y%) 241e
ISM Prices Index 224e
Producer Price Intermediate, Fed Funds Rate
  (%) 242e
Production, employment
  (relationship) 211
Productivity and Costs report 253
Productivity (efficiency), level
  (increase) 255
Professional and Business Services category,
  subcomponent 80
Promotions, usage 129
Public spending, lagging 186
Purchase Index (MBA) 194
Purchasing Manager’s Index (PMI) 153, 216–217
contrast 154e
depiction 218, 220

Quantitative easing (QE) 291, 293

Raw material prices 243–252
Real consumer spending 163e
Real Consumer Spending (Bloomberg) 273e
Real disposable personal income per capita 163e
Real disposable personal incomes 162e
Real estate investment trusts (REITs) 40–41
Real final sales (domestic product) 58e
Real GDP 162e
claims, contrast 94e
GDP Y/Y% 42e
ISM PMI, contrast 219e
recessions, contrast 44e
growth rate 92
indicator accuracy 41
new orders index-investments index 222e
nonfarm payrolls (contrast) 71e
Real retail sales 118e
Real sales, improvement (expectations) 134
Real values 41–43

Recessions 58
double-dip recession 275
inclusion (NFIB Optimism Index) 136e
NBER designation 92
prediction, inverted yield curve (usage) 29
real GDP Y/%, contrast 44e

Red gold 248

Refinance Index (MBA) 194
Regifting, choice 126
REITs. See Real estate investment trusts
Report on Business (ISM) 216

Residential investment, GDP percentage 184e
Retail calendar 124–125
chronology 124e
Retail luxury, S&P500 (contrast) 113e
Retail sales 105
activity, trends (observation) 105, 106e
anecdotal evidence 110
autos Y-Y, exclusion 106e
composition 107, 109e
corrections 117
E-commerce sales 121e
food services/drinking 128e
gas, CPI gasoline (contrast) 116e
gas, gas prices (contrast) 115e
holiday retail sales 125–127
holiday sales Y/Y% (GAFO November/December) 125e
luxury sales 112
measures 129
monthly report, shortcomings 114
month-to-month figures 108e
NFIB Sales Expectations Index, contrast 148e
perspectives 109–110
real retail sales 118e
report indicator, importance 127–129
price-sensitive sectors 114
total retail sales, general merchandise percentage 120e
trends 117–124, 129–130
Retail sector, Internet (impact) 117, 119
Reuters/Jefferies CRB Index 248
Revolving credit 295
sideways pattern 295
Richmond Fed Index and Retail Sales 314e
Richmond Fed Manufacturing 313
Richmond Fed Surveys 311–313
Sadove, Steve 112
Salaries (Conference Board) 283e
Salaries, spending 161
Sales Expectations Index (NFIB) 148e, 149
Same-store sales 129
Samuelson, Paul 60
San Francisco Fed Tech Pulse Index 307–309, 310e
“Savings” rate 176–178
SBA. See Small Business Association
Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey (SLOOS) 297
C&I loans, demand 298e
Lending Standards 298e

Index

Senior Loan Officer Survey 297–299
Sentiment 263
Sentiment (University of Michigan) 281e
Sentiment Incomes (University of Michigan) 286e
Services-providing nonfarm payrolls 73
Services spending 43, 46
Shipments
durable shipments 231e
nondurable shipments 231e
total factory shipments 233e
total shipments 231e
Y/Y%, durable goods orders (relationship) 229e
Shipments, core orders (relationship) 228, 232
Showrooming 119
Single-family homes, construction 194
SLOOS. See Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey
Small Business Association (SBA), creation 134
Small Business Capital Expenditure Plans Index (NFIB) 140, 141e
Small Business Economic Trends (NFIB) report 153
Small businesses
definitions, variation 134
inflation, relationship 145–153
investment spending 138–142
sector, credit market (relationship) 145
Small Businesses Capital Expenditure Plans Index (NFIB), non-residential fixed investment (contrast) 141e
Small Business Optimism Index (NFIB) 134–135
Small Business Sales Expectations (NFIB) 145, 148e
Softline retailers 110
Sporting stores, employment level 123e
SQUAWK 10
Stage-of-processing (SOP) 242
Standard & Poor’s 500 (S&P500) 13, 284e
retail luxury, contrast 113e
Standard & Poor’s/Case-Shiller Home Price Index 202, 203e
Standard & Poor’s GSCI 248
Stock market
bubble (1990s) 60, 62
correction, consideration 282, 285
Stock prices 22
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (food stamps) 176
Survey of Professional Forecasters 301
Survey of Small and Independent Business Owners 133
TARP. See Troubled Asset Relief Program
TCavg. See Time charter averages
Tech Pulse Index (San Francisco Fed) 307–309, 310e
Temporary staffing 81e
Temporary workers, hiring 80
Texas Manufacturing Outlook Survey 313
Texas Retail Outlook Survey 313
Texas Services Sector Outlook Survey 313
Three-month moving average (MA3) 27
Time charter averages (TCavg), composite 251
TIPS. See Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities
Total compensation costs, decrease 257
Total factory orders 233e
Total factory shipments 233e
Total persons not in labor force, total labor force (contrast/ratio) 91e
Total retail sales, general merchandise percentage 120e
Total shipments 231e
Transfer payments, disposable income percentage 177e
Transfer receipts 159
Treasury and Money Market Rates 12–13, 12e
Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS) 257, 260, 307
Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) 15
Unemployed per job opening 100e
Unemployed workers per job opening 98
Unemployment 76–78
benefit insurance 64
duration 82–85
median weeks unemployed 84e
Unemployment rate 77e, 277
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U.S. Business Cycle Indicators (Conference Board) 18, 20
U.S. commercial paper/T-bill spread 13
U.S. corporate profits after tax Y/Y% 61e
U.S. economic activity, representation 31–34

U.S. economy
  perspective 20
  service dominance 76
  morphing 244–245
  size, estimation 38, 40
U.S. exports 221e
U.S. imports/exports Y/Y% 54e
U.S. TED spread 13
Utilities (Y/Y%) 6-month MA, industrial production (contrast) 215e
Utility production 214–216

Wages (Conference Board) 283e
Wages, inflationary readings (impact) 87
Wages, spending 161
Wealth effect 285
Weekly initial claims 22
West Texas Intermediate crude oil, trends 246–247
Women’s/girls’ clothing, indicator 175e
Workforce conditions, improvement 90
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